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New York-based pianist Florian Hoefner 
introduces his unique brand of modern jazz 
with the Florian Hoefner Group. Alongside his 
contemporaries on the New York jazz scene, 
the two-time winner of the ASCAP Young Jazz 
Composer Award presents a set of original 
compositions with appeal to a wide span of 
music fans and jazz lovers alike.

“Songs Without Words”, their debut record, was 
released in 2012. The record was reviewed in 
publications including All About Jazz, Jazz 
Weekly and Jazzthing, received airplay on radio 
stations across the United States, Canada and 
Germany and was featured on the Lufthansa 
inflight entertainment program. The group’s 
follow-up album “Falling Up” includes seven 
brand new originals and arrangements of the 
Beatles classic “Eleanor Rigby” and the folk song 
“Black is the Color”.

The players’ individual track records are 
as impressive. Florian Hoefner was part of 
nine commercial CD releases on labels like 
ENJA Records and Fresh Sound including a 
collaboration with guitarist Kurt Rosenwinkel.  

CROSS-BORDER JAZZ SERIES

Florian Hoefner Group

when...
From New York/Toronto

FRIDAY • JANUARY 22
MEMBERS $24
GUESTS $28
DOORS 7 PM - SHOW 8 PM

Florian Hoefner – piano
Seamus Blake – tenor & soprano saxophone
Sam Anning – bass
Peter Kronreif – drums

florian-hoefner.com
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Al Muirhead:  ‘OOP’  – CD Release
Al Muirhead has long been an iconic figure on the 

Canadian jazz scene, and the trumpeter, composer, 

arranger, sideman and recording artist has been 

making listeners take notice for longer than jazz 

fans might realize.

Born in Regina in 1935, by age 12, he was playing 

in the Regina Symphony and dance bands. In his 

teens, Muirhead began to take notice of greats such 

as Dizzy Gillespie, Miles Davis, Louis Armstrong, Chet 

Baker, and Charlie Parker. While Muirhead’s playing is 

infused with the indelible influence of jazz giants, his 

flowing, melodic sound is his own — and has become 

influential in its own right.

Muirhead has worked with legends such as Guido 

Basso, Diana Krall, Paul Anka, Rosemary Clooney, 

Frank Mills and Dizzy Gillespie. In 2013, he was 

honoured with the WCMA Heritage Award for 

his mentorship and industry-building. In 2015, he 

earned the Saskatchewan Jazz Festival’s Special 

Recognition Award. 

A highlight was the 2014 release of his first-ever 

solo album “It’s About Time,” with longtime friends 

Tommy Banks and PJ Perry. Now at 80 years old, he 

shows no sign of slowing down, with the official 

release of his second album as a leader entitled 

‘Oop’. Muirhead unleashes melodies that are 

incredibly inventive and utterly timeless. The title 

of the album set for release at the Yardbird Suite 

comes from his childhood nickname ‘Alley Oop’, 

which became ‘Oop’, the name his good friends 

Tommy Banks (piano) and PJ Perry (sax) who join 

him on this new album have been calling him 

since his teens.

when...
From Edmonton/Calgary

SATURDAY • JANUARY 23
MEMBERS $26
GUESTS $30
DOORS 7 PM - SHOW 8 PM

Al Muirhead - trumpet
P.J. Perry  - saxophone
Tommy Banks - piano
Kodi Hutchinson - bass
Sandro Dominelli - drums

almuirhead.com



The Writers’ Guild is a jazz composers’ collective 

featuring five of Edmonton’s finest young creative 

minds. The band tinkers with the traditional jazz 

quintet machine, using vintage compositional 

tools to workshop new tunes and ideas, 

alchemizing jazz and funk, classical, R&B, and 

traditional folk music. 

Each of the three primary composers has a 

unique writing style: Marty’s liquid melodies are 

heavily influenced by the “ECM” sound: artists 

such as Kenny Wheeler, Dave Holland and Tomasz 

Stanko. Dan Davis’ compositions show a blend of 

traditional and modern jazz sounds, with catchy 

melodies over a backdrop of chords that would 

be right at home in Chris Potter’s latest release. 

Tyson Kerr’s music, influenced by such Canadian 

artists as Andrew Downing and David Braid, is 

impishly quirky.

Rounding out the band are two of the strongest 

young rhythm players in Canada: Josh McHan of 

the Tommy Banks Trio is in turn brash and lyrical, 

sawing and sultry, and Efa Etoroma Jr., with four 

albums to his credit is one of Canada’s brightest 

rising stars. As one of Edmonton’s most exciting 

and dynamic new groups, the Writers’ Guild 

makes ink on paper fly.

THE BEST OF ALBERTA JAZZ SERIES

The Writers’ Guild
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In 2015, the Writers’ Guild was nominated for a 

Western Canadian Music Award for best Jazz 

Recording of the Year for their debut recording 

“Based on a True Story.” Their music has been heard 

around Canada and in November/December 2014 

they topped the Earshot Jazz Charts.

The band will be playing from their new repertoire 

in anticipation of the upcoming recording of their 

second album. Not to be missed! 

when...
From Edmonton

FRIDAY • JANUARY 29
MEMBERS $20
GUESTS $24
DOORS 7 PM - SHOW 8 PM

Marty Majorowicz - trombone
Dan Davis - saxophones
Tyson Kerr - keyboards
Josh McHan - bass
Efa Etoroma Jr. - drums

writersguildband.com



Piotr Lemanczyk is one of Europe’s leading bass 

players and composers. He is a very creative 

musician and leader of numerous projects 

with major European and North American jazz 

musicians. 

At the International Jazz Juniors Competitions 

in Krakow, Poland in 1995 and 1996, he received 

award for the best instrumentalist, the best 

composer and individuality in jazz. He was also a 

laureate of other important jazz festivals. 

Piotr has worked with Jerry Bergonzi, Tim Hagans, 

Dave Kikoski, Seamus Blake, Gary Novak, Brian 

Melvin, Beatlejazz, Clarence Penn, trumpeter 

Avishai Cohen, and Calgary’s Tyler Hornby. His 

Polish colleagues include Jacek Kochan, Adam 

Pieronczyk, Zbigniew Namyslowski, Janusz 

Muniak, Maciej Sikala, Piotr Wojtasik, Jan Ptaszyn 

Wróblewski, Wojciech Staroniewicz, Janusz Strobel 

and Jaroslaw Smietana. 

As a leader, he has recorded several great CDs 

including “Follow the Soul”,  “Freep”,  “Village 

Time”, and “Baltic Dance”. 

CROSS-BORDER JAZZ SERIES

Piotr Lemanczyk Trio

when...
From Poland/Calgary

SATURDAY • JANUARY 30
MEMBERS $22
GUESTS $26
DOORS 7 PM - SHOW 8 PM

Piotr Lemanczyk - bass
Mark De Jong - saxophone
Tyler Hornby - drums

piotrlemanczyk.com
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Six horns and drums. Something like a chamber 

ensemble with the spirit of a small group jazz 

ensemble. Energetic and dynamic music with 

influences by John Adams, Gil Evans, Hal Crook 

and others.

This small chamber jazz ensemble has been 

incubating in the mind of Craig Brenan for the 

past seven years. Early in 2011, the Yardbird Suite 

presented the first concert of this ensemble which 

served as a spring board to further develop the 

group though composition and recording. This 

project was recorded in 2014 saxophonist John 

Ellis (of Charlie Hunter) and drummer Ted Poor (of 

Bill Frisell) as guest artists.

This is the first live presentation of this ensemble. 

www. yardbirdsuite.com    7

THE BEST OF ALBERTA JAZZ SERIES

Craig Brenan’s Autonomic Robots

when...
From Edmonton

FRIDAY • FEBRUARY 5
MEMBERS $20
GUESTS $24
DOORS 7 PM - SHOW 8 PM

Craig Brenan - trombone
Joe Semple - clarinet, bass clarinet
Raymond Baril -  alto saxophone, clarinet, 

bass clarinet
Jerrold Dubyk -  tenor saxophone,  

bass clarinet
Dave Morgan - trumpet, flugelhorn
Connor Learmonth - bass clarinet, clarinet
Mark Segger - drums

deathdefyingrecords.com
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The André Wickenheiser Quintet:
The Music Of Clifford Brown

The André Wickenheiser Quintet presents the 
music of jazz trumpet legend, Clifford Brown. The 
band will feature many compositions by the great 
Clifford Brown, as well as jazz standards that he 
helped popularize throughout his tragically short 
professional career. 

when...
From Calgary

SATURDAY • FEBRUARY 6
MEMBERS $20
GUESTS $24
DOORS 7 PM - SHOW 8 PM

André Wickenheiser - trumpet
Keith O’Rourke - tenor saxophone
Jon Day - piano
Brendan McElroy - bass
Tyler Hornby - drums

andrewickenheiser.com

One of the most loyal patrons and supporters 
of the Yardbird Suite, Donald “Blake” McDougall, 
passed away on Boxing Day. 

He and his wife, Norma, have attended events at 
the Yardbird Suite for many years. They donated 
the beautiful photo of Oscar Peterson that 
hangs next to the photo of Big Miller.

Blake loved the Yardbird Suite and we will all 
miss him.

Donald “Blake” McDougall



Chris Andrew is a Galaxy Rising Star Award 
winning pianist. His trio, The Hutchinson 
Andrew Trio, won the prestigious “TD Grand 
Prix Award” at the Festival International de Jazz 
de Montreal in 2013. A career thus far spanning 
24 years, Chris has been nominated 5 times 
as a leader for the Western Canadian Music 
Awards for “Best Jazz Recording”, has recorded 
5 CDs as a leader, over 54 CDs as a sideman, has 
toured across Canada 11 times, and played in 
Korea, Cuba, London, Germany, Poland, Czech 
Republic, United States, and Greece. He has 
composed music for Decidedly Jazz Dance, 
Alberta Dance Theatre, a short film, radio 
themes, and music used within TV incidental 
scenes.

He has had the great fortune of playing with 
the likes of Donny McCaslin, Joe La Barbera, 
Dick Oates, Terell Stafford, Wycliffe Gordon, 
Ralph Bowen and many others. He has also had 
the honour of working many times with the 
Edmonton Symphony Orchestra.

Currently, Chris is working on co- writing the 
music for a Decidedly Jazz Dance production 
and composing music for the Alberta Dance 
Theatre production of “The Wonderful Wizard 
of Oz”. He is also composing and arranging 
music for the Hutchinson Andrew Trio plus The 
Lily String Quartet’s upcoming cd, as well as 
working towards recording his own solo piano 
recording.

For this weekend performance, he will be 
joined by Edmonton bassist Paul Johnston, 
Vancouver saxophonist Mike Allen, and 
Montreal drummer Rich Irwin.

CANADIAN JAZZ SERIES

Chris Andrew Quartet

when...
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when...
From Edmonton/Montreal/Vancouver

FRI & SAT • FEBRUARY 12 & 13
MEMBERS $22
GUESTS $26
DOORS 7 PM - SHOW 8 PM

Chris Andrew - piano
Mike Allen - saxophone
Paul Johnston - bass
Rich Irwin - drums

chrisandrewmusic.ca

www. yardbirdsuite.com     9



“Guitarman” in which he also played the title role. 

Jack has released over a dozen recordings. He has 

won two Western Canadian Music Awards for his 

CDs “Qu’Appelle” and “In the Blue Light”.

Jack Semple is one of Canada’s finest modern blues 

guitarists, known for technical excellence as well as 

for depth of emotion in his music. Moving between 

genres, Semple’s music ranges from jazz to groove-

laden funk to hard rockin’ blues.

Jack Semple grew up on a farm near Regina. He 

studied classical, flamenco, and acoustic guitar, and 

eventually gravitated towards blues. He started the 

Luxury Blues Band, playing blues, R & B, and jazz. 

During this time, he really discovered the blues and 

B.B. King whom he says “is the greatest interpreter 

of blues guitar ever.” 

He moved to Toronto to become lead guitarist 

of the Lincolns, a popular funk and rhythm and 

blues band. After returning to Saskatchewan he 

started his own band. In 1992, he was the national 

winner of the Much Music “Guitar Wars”. He is also 

a composer and has many movie scores and 

television themes to his credit, including the film 
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Jack Semple

when...
From Regina/Edmonton

FRI & SAT, FEBRUARY 19 & 20
MEMBERS $22
GUESTS $26
DOORS 7 PM - SHOW 8 PM

Jack Semple - guitar, vocals
Andrew Glover - keyboards
Dave Chobot - bass
Sandro Dominelli - drums

www.jacksemple.com
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Over a career spanning more than five decades, 
saxophonist Gary Bartz has been one of the finest, 
if unheralded jazz musicians of his generation. He 
was a member of Charles Mingus’ Jazz Workshop 
from 1962 to1964 where he worked with Eric 
Dolphy and encountered McCoy Tyner for the 
first time. He also began gigging as a sideman in 
the mid-’60s with Abbey Lincoln and Max Roach, 
and later as a member of Art Blakey & the Jazz 
Messengers. His recording debut was on Blakey’s 
“Soul Finger” album. 

Tyner formed his famed Expansions band in 1968 
with Bartz on alto. In addition, Bartz also formed 
his own bands at this time and 
recorded a trio of albums for 
Milestone, and continued to 
tour with Max Roach’s band. In 
1970, Miles Davis hired Bartz 
and featured him as a soloist 
on “Live-Evil”. He formed the 
NTU Troop that year as well, 
an ensemble that fused soul 
and funk, African folk music, 
hard bop, and vanguard jazz 
into a vibrant whole. Among 
the group’s four recordings 
from the early 1970s, “Harlem 
Bush Music: Taifa” and “Juju 
Street Songs” have proved 
influential with soul jazzers, 
and in hip-hop and DJ circles 
as well. He continued to release 
stellar recordings throughout 
the 1970s. 

All told, Bartz has over 40 solo 
albums, 200 as a sideman, and 
a Grammy Award with McCoy 
Tyner in 2005. His newest 
project “Coltrane Rules, Tao of 
a Music Warrior” honours the 
iconic saxophonist and features 
Bartz’s quartet playing classic 
Coltrane tunes.

INTERNATIONAL JAZZ SERIES

Gary Bartz Quartet

when...
From New York

SUNDAY • FEBRUARY 21
MEMBERS $26
GUESTS $30
DOORS 7 PM - SHOW 8 PM

Gary Bartz - alto saxophone
Paul Bollenback - guitar
James King - bass
Greg Bandy - drums

garybartz.com

“A soulful alto and soprano 
saxophonist whose career has 

taken him through postbop, jazz 
funk and free jazz.”

- New York Times
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Lily String Quartet (classical) fuses the sensibilities 
of jazz and classical music. These two award-
winning ensembles seamlessly blend jazz music 
infused with pop sensibilities together with the 
lyrical sounds only a string quartet can generate.

Led by bassist and CKUA Radio host Kodi 
Hutchinson, the Hutchinson Andrew Trio (HAT) 
and Lily String Quartet (Lily), or HAT Lily have an 
engaging and entertaining presentation style that 
has been rapidly captivating audiences in Western 
Canada. Supported by composer, piano virtuoso 
and one of Canada’s rising jazz talents, Chris 
Andrew, this seven piece ensemble has been 
steadily converting audiences to their special 
brand of Prairie jazz.

In addition to performing some unique 
arrangements of classic jazz standards, HAT Lily 
draws upon the inspiration of their surroundings. 
Their music is a reflection of the vast array of 
musical and personal influences growing up in 
Canada’s Prairies. Winners of the TD Grand Jazz 
Award from the 34th Festival International de 
Jazz de Montreal, the Hutchinson Andrew Trio is 
pleased to present the release of their new CD 

THE BEST OF ALBERTA JAZZ SERIES

Hutchinson Andrew Trio Featuring  
The Lily String Quartet : Hollow Trees – Cd Release

when...
From Edmonton/Calgary

FRIDAY • FEBRUARY 26
MEMBERS $22
GUESTS $26
DOORS 7 PM - SHOW 8 PM

Hutchinson Andrew Trio
Chris Andrew - Piano
Kodi Hutchinson - Double Bass
Karl Schwonik - Drums 

Lily String Quartet
Elisa Milner - Violin
Diane Lane - Violin
Patricia Higgins - Viola
Andrea Case - Cello

kodihutchinson.com

‘Hollow Trees’ at the Yardbird Suite featuring the 
Lily String Quartet. The new album represents the 
harmony, beauty, energy and excitement of the 
modern Canadian West. 
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From Edmonton/Calgary

FRIDAY • FEBRUARY 26
MEMBERS $22
GUESTS $26
DOORS 7 PM - SHOW 8 PM

Hutchinson Andrew Trio
Chris Andrew - Piano
Kodi Hutchinson - Double Bass
Karl Schwonik - Drums 

Lily String Quartet
Elisa Milner - Violin
Diane Lane - Violin
Patricia Higgins - Viola
Andrea Case - Cello

kodihutchinson.com

Born into a musical family, Champian Fulton 
was mentored from an early age by her father, 
trumpeter Stephen Fulton, and by the legendary 
Clark Terry. Through Terry, she met other Basie-ites 
including Red Holloway, Butch Miles, Marshall 
Royal and Snooky Young. Red was a particular 
influence, instructing young Champian on the 
importance of stage presence and swing: “Red 
was very adamant that I learn how to swing and 
be rhythmic.”

She is the result of a tremendous natural talent 
immersed from an early age in the lessons of 
bebop and swing. It is thrilling to hear the most 
profound elements of jazz music still bearing such 
fresh, sweet fruit well into the twenty-first century. 
Fulton is gifted with an expressive voice, clear 
diction, and a great sense of rhythm. Her music 
can’t help but uplift a jazz fan’s day. 

Champian is ambitious about recording her 
music. As a leader she has five recordings to her 
credit with a sixth being released during her 

CROSS-BORDER JAZZ SERIES

Champian Fulton And Cory Weeds
current tour. Her fifth recording “Change Partners: 
Live at the Yardbird Suite” was recorded here in 
Edmonton and released on Cellar Live in 2014. It 
received a four star review in Downbeat.

Recognized as a Rising Star by the Downbeat 
Magazine Critic’s Poll (2013 & 2014), Champian’s 
“galvanizing presence” (the New Yorker) and her 
alluring musical presentation have made her “a 
charming young steward of the mainstream Jazz 
tradition.” (The New York Times)

Her childhood “near obsession” with Dinah 
Washington manifests itself in her much 
anticipated new album “After Dark”. It features 
the music of her hero, Dinah Washington. Each 
tune was handpicked by Champian to reflect her 
personal favorites of Dinah’s legendary repertoire; 
from well-known standards such as “Ain’t 
Misbehavin” to lesser known hits such as “Keepin 
Out of Mischief Now”, you can expect every 
song on the album to transport the listener and 
“remove the dust of everyday life,” as Art Blakey 



would say. Read what Champian has to 
say about the record in her own words, 
as excerpted from the liner notes:

“[Dinah] has comforted me when I 
needed it, made me laugh, and warmed 
my heart. In recording this album of 
her songs, I hope to do the same for 
my listener. I hope this record makes 
you smile, feel loved, and brightens 
your evenings. Put it on in those quiet 
moments After Dark.”

Joining Champian for this event will 
be saxophonist Cory Weeds who has 
appeared at the Yardbird Suite on 
numerous occasions. His 2010 gig with 
organist Mike LeDonne at the Suite was 
recorded for Cory’s Cellar Live label and 
received a Juno nomination. 

when...
From New York/Vancouver

SATURDAY • FEBRUARY 27
MEMBERS $24
GUESTS $28
DOORS 7 PM - SHOW 8 PM

Champian Fulton - piano and vocals
Cory Weeds - saxophone
Russ Botten - bass
Julian MacDonough - drums

champian.net
coryweeds.com
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With his second album ‘Sketches of Ordinary 

Life’, vocalist Norbert Kögging gives a personal 

insight into the life of a young musician living 

and working in the city of Amsterdam by 

sharing stories straight from his everyday life.

Educated in vocal jazz, Norbert takes his 

music along different styles avoiding stylistic 

boundaries, always with a big nod to lyrics 

and melody. The compositions challenge all of 

KØGGING’s band members to contribute their 

personal approach to the music, which leads to 

compelling improvisations interspersed with 

open and fragile passages full of tension and 

always serving the story to be told.

In KØGGING, Norbert teams up with his quartet, 

some of the finest young musicians Holland 

has to offer. For ‘Sketches of Ordinary Life’ reed 

player Michael Moore joined the group and 

provided his lyrical playing on alto saxophone 

and clarinets. Says Kogging: ‘I’m very happy with 

Michael joining us on this album. His beautiful 

playing adds a colorful extra dimension which 

fits my music perfectly’.

INTERNATIONAL JAZZ SERIES

KÖGGING

when...
From Holland

FRIDAY • MARCH 4
MEMBERS $22
GUESTS $26
DOORS 7 PM - SHOW 8 PM

Norbert Kögging - vocals
Folkert Oosterbeek - piano
Tobias Nijboer - double bass
Felix Schlarmann - drums

norbertkogging.net

www. yardbirdsuite.com     15
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Michael Blake Quartet
While forging a prolific solo career, composer 

and saxophonist Michael Blake has also played 

a major role in the bands of John Lurie, Ben 

Allison and Steven Bernstein. The group he 

is touring with played on his 2014 CD “Tiddy 

Boom” (Sunnyside Records),  a hard swinging 

homage to tenor titans Coleman Hawkins 

and Lester Young, receiving rave reviews and 

topping the year end ‘Best Jazz of 2014’ lists. 

They will also be performing music from 

Michael’s much anticipated new release 

“Fulfillment” (Songlines Recordings) which 

commemorates the 100th Anniversary of 

Canada’s 1914 Kamagata Maru tragedy.

For over three decades saxophonist and 

composer Michael Blake has managed to 

stun both critics and audiences alike. His live 

performances are consistently exciting and 

unbridled and his recordings harness that 

energy into fully-realized albums that resonate 

with personality. Known for his robust tone 

on tenor and pure soprano sound, Michael is 

frequently touted by critics as one the most 

original saxophonists of his generation.

Born in Montreal, Canada and raised in 

Vancouver, Blake has made New York City his 

home for over 25 years where he makes music 

that bristles with originality and vision. As a 

composer his creative output is constantly in 

flux, shifting in approach and empathetic for 

each new program he designs. 

Joining Blake for this concert are three of New 

York’s finest jazz musicians, all leaders in their 

own right – pianist Frank Kimbrough, bassist 

Ben Allison and drummer Rudy Royston.
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when...
From New York

SATURDAY • MARCH 5
MEMBERS $24
GUESTS $28
DOORS 7 PM - SHOW 8 PM

Michael Blake - tenor sax
Frank Kimbrough - piano
Ben Allison - bass
Rudy Royston - drums

www.michaelblake.net



Pram Trio is a Toronto-based ensemble 

formed in 2009. Awarded the 2014 Grand 

Prix de Jazz from the Festival International 

de Jazz de Montreal by a unanimous panel, 

Dan McClenaghan of Allaboutjazz.com 

describes Pram Trio as “edgy and interactive, 

often urgent, and very much in the school of 

the modern-leaning piano trios.” Influenced 

by a wide range of traditional and current 

jazz artists as well as many other styles, their 

music is “very contemporary, composed and 

multi-sectional” (Peter Hum/Ottawa Citizen 

Jazz Blog). Pram Trio puts a strong focus 

on collective improvisation and creates an 

experience that appeals to listeners both 

familiar and unfamiliar with jazz.

Founded by Mark Godfrey (bass) and Jack 

Bodkin (piano), their debut album was released 

in 2013. The record garnered rave reviews 

with particular emphasis on their writing style. 

Specifically, Pram Trio’s compositions “often 

develop into territories unlike from whence 

they began and elicit a sense of drama from 

the relative peacefulness of the piano trio 

environment” (Dave Sumner/17 Dots Blog, 

eMusic). Eric West (drums) first performed 

with the band that fall and officially joined the 

group before their 2014 Canadian jazz festival 

tour. In March 2016, Pram Trio will be releasing 

their second studio album.

18   WINTER 2016
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Pram Trio
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when...
From New York

FRIDAY • MARCH 11
MEMBERS $20
GUESTS $24
DOORS 7 PM - SHOW 8 PM

Jack Bodkin - piano
Mark Godfrey - bass
Eric West - drums

www.pramtrio.com
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In 2009, Jaclyn Guillou 

emerged onto the Canadian 

music scene when she 

became the recipient of 

the CBC Galaxie Rising Star 

Award from her inaugural 

jazz performance at a music 

festival, the Vancouver 

International Jazz Festival. 

The release of her 3rd album 

“Winter for Beginners”, a 

project of mostly original 

music that fused elements of 

nature, a Canadian folk song 

and the four seasons was co-

produced by Brad Turner. The 

2014 album received critical 

acclaim for having a distinct 

contemporary vocal jazz 

approach. Having developed 

a unique sound based on her 

own individualized training, 

Jaclyn is fortunate to have 

received personal studies with 

the world’s best jazz singers 

which include American vocal 

luminaries Nancy King, Jay 

Clayton and Sheila Jordan. 

In the spring of 2016, she 

will release “This Bitter Earth”, 

a tribute album to Dinah 

Washington. The project 

was originally conceived for 

television by the CBC Studios 

in Vancouver who invited 

Guillou to participate in a 

concert celebrating the 50th 

anniversary of Dinah’s death.

CANADIAN JAZZ SERIES

Jaclyn Guillou Quintet Featuring P.J. Perry

when...
From Vancouver/Edmonton

SATURDAY • MARCH 12
MEMBERS $22
GUESTS $26
DOORS 7 PM - SHOW 8 PM

Jaclyn Guillou - vocals
Bruno Hubert - piano
Andre LaChance - bass
Bernie Arai - drums 
PJ Perry - saxophone

jaclynguillou.com
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The Allison Au Quartet is a Toronto -based modern 

Jazz ensemble. Since its formation in 2009, the 

group has performed at major jazz venues 

across Canada and has earned a JUNO award 

nomination for their debut release “The Sky Was 

Pale Blue, Then Grey.” The group was also awarded 

the TD Jazz Fellowship Scholarship (2011), the 

Alfred and Phyllis Balm Scholarship (2012), and 

The Margareta and Benno Nigg Scholarship 

(2013) to conduct artist residencies at the 

renowned Banff Centre.

As a composer/arranger, Allison’s work has been 

featured with Hilario Duran’s Latin Big Band 

(Canada), Grammy-nominated jazz vocalist 

Roberta Gambarini, Blue Note recording artist 

Ruben Hein (The Netherlands), The Metropole 

Orkest (The Netherlands), The WDR Big Band 

(Germany), and The Filarmonica 900 del Teatro 

Regio and Torino Jazz Orchestra (Italy).

CANADIAN JAZZ SERIES

Allison Au Quartet

when...
From Edmonton

FRIDAY • MARCH 18
MEMBERS $20
GUESTS $24
DOORS 7 PM - SHOW 8 PM

Allison Au - saxophone
Todd Pentney - piano
Jon Maharaj - bass
Fabio Ragnelli - drums

allisonau.com



The Fusionauts are a truly unique musical 

beast. The Edmonton-based septet seamlessly 

blends the raw, groovy rhythms of Nigerian 

Afrobeat and Brazilian samba with the 

harmonic and improvisational sensibility of 

modern, instrumental jazz. This unconventional 

combination is approached with a deep 

respect and admiration for the pioneers of 

these genres: Fela Kuti, Miles Davis, Herbie 

Hancock and Egberto Gismonti to name a 

few. The music of the Fusionauts was called 

“powerful and sensitive” by Edmonton 

pianist Charlie Austin after their performance 

at the 2014 Edmonton International Jazz 

Festival. On his blog, “Austinato” he wrote: “the 

compositions were very hip and well thought 

out and played with conviction and humility. 

Everyone came away feeling wonderful about 

what they heard.” The Fusionauts’ music 

is emotionally and spiritually invigorating 

and will satisfy jazz-hardened listeners and 

skeptical newcomers alike. 

THE BEST OF ALBERTA JAZZ SERIES

The Fusionauts

22   WINTER 2016

when...
From Edmonton

SATURDAY • MARCH 19
MEMBERS $20
GUESTS $24
DOORS 7 PM - SHOW 8 PM

Paul Richey - keyboards 
Bob Tildesley - trumpet
Jeremiah McDade - tenor saxophone
Mo Lefever - electric guitar
Mike Lent - electric bass 
Greg Upham-Mills - percussion
Steve Gallant - drums, percussion
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January 26
Josh McHan Trio

February 2
Dave Babcock Quartet

February 9
Tom Van Seters Quintet

February 16
Ryan Davidson Trio

February 23
Brett Miles Quartet

March 1
Nathan Ouellette Quartet

March 8
A/B trio

March 15
Mallory Chipman Quartet

Every Tuesday night during our season, Edmonton’s best jazz players and up-and-coming musicians 
arrive to play together on our stage. The evening begins with a one hour set from the featured band, 
followed by a jam session with selected musicians from the audience sitting in or taking the place of 
a member of the feature band.

Our Tuesday Sessions are a weekly event for local jazz musicians to play together and network, and 
provide an opportunity to mentor the younger musicians wanting to gain experience as they grow 
their own careers.

Join us for our Tuesday Sessions - a terrific opportunity to hear some live jazz in a relaxed concert 
environment.

JAMMIN’

TUESDAY NIGHT SESSIONS – January - March, 2016

details...
TICKETS AT THE DOOR

MEMBERS & GUESTS $5

DOORS 7:30 PM 
SHOW 8 PM



EDMONTON JAZZ SOCIETY
11 TOMMY BANKS WAY
(Corner of 102 St & 86 Ave)
EDMONTON  AB  T6E 2M2

PM40047729

All SHowS BEgIN AT 8pM (DooRS opEN AT 7pM)
Visit www. yardbirdsuite.com

January...
JANUARY 22
Florian Hoefner Group
MEMBERS $24, GUESTS $28

JANUARY 23
Al Muirhead:   
‘Oop’ –  CD Release
MEMBERS $26, GUESTS $30

JANUARY 29
The Writers’ Guild
MEMBERS $20, GUESTS $24

JANUARY 30
Piotr Lemanczyk Trio
MEMBERS $22, GUESTS $26

February...
FEBRUARY 5
Craig Brenan’s  
Autonomic Robots
MEMBERS $20, GUESTS $24

FEBRUARY 6
The André Wickenheiser 
Quintet: The Music Of  
Clifford Brown
MEMBERS $20, GUESTS $24

FEBRUARY 12-13
Chris Andrew Quartet
MEMBERS $22, GUESTS $26

FEBRUARY 19-20
YARDBIRD SUITE BLUES
Jack Semple
MEMBERS $22, GUESTS $26

FEBRUARY 21
Gary Bartz Quartet
Members $26, Guests $30

FEBRUARY 26
Hutchinson Andrew Trio 
Featuring The Lily String 
Quartet: Hollow Trees –  
CD Release
MEMBERS $22, GUESTS $26

FEBRUARY 27
Champian Fulton and  
Cory Weeds
MEMBERS $24, GUESTS $28

March...
MARCH 4
Kögging
MEMBERS $22, GUESTS $26

MARCH 5
Michael Blake Quartet
MEMBERS $24, GUESTS $28

MARCH 11
Pram Trio
MEMBERS $20, GUESTS $24

MARCH 12
Jaclyn Guillou Quintet 
featuring P.J. Perry
MEMBERS $22, GUESTS $26

MARCH 18
Allison Au Quartet
MEMBERS $20, GUESTS $24

MARCH 19
The Fusionauts
MEMBERS $20, GUESTS $24

At a Glance...


